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ABSTRACT.

An algorithm IS described which matches faces of an

observed (three-dimensional) view of an object to a

graph-structured model, using stochastic relaxation. The

algorithm provides one such matching for each model.

Then, a MSE process evaluates the results and determines

which of the models provides the globally best match to

the observed.

It is shown that in the application of relaxation

labeling to model matching, improved performance is pro

vided by assigning model faces as tokens and observed

faces as labels, rather than vice-versa.

Convergence of the relaxation process is illustrated

and its properties discussed.

INTRODUCTION.

The ability to identify 3-dimensional objects is of

crucial importance in machine vision for industry.
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Industrial needs requiring recognition of real objects

include inspection tasks, automatic selection of objects,

and manipulation and assembly of industrial parts.

Motivated by these applications, this paper presents one

approach to 3-dimensional object identification.

It is well known that the recognition of even simple

objects lS not easy if the object is allowed to present an

arbitrary view in 3-dimensional space. One approach to

the recognition task IS to take a representation of the

object with respect ~o any arbitrary viewing angle and

match it against a 3-dimensional model. The major diffi

culty inherent in this approach is the ambiguity of iden

tifying a partial 3-dimensional shape (ie: a single view

of the object) as part of a larger 3-dimensional object.

This ambiguity occurs even if the true 3-dimensional data

is available (as in the case of range imagery) rather than

just a projection (as in the case of luminance imagery).

For example, consider a simple polyhedron. By defin

ition we know that a cube is a convex object composed of

six identical square faces placed at right angles to each

other. The problem lS that no single perspective of a

cube will satisfy this definition. At best we can guaran-

tee an object of three identical sides at right angles to

each other. Our vision system is thus presented with the

task of matching this three-sided implication of a cube to
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a six-sided polyhedral model of a cube, while at the same

time disqualifying matches with all other polyhedral

models.

This project focuses on the identification of

planar-faced simple polyhedrao The flat faces of the

objects are used as prirnitiveso A stochastic relaxation

operator is applied to these primitives to determine a

consistant labeling for the observed object in relation to

each polyhedral model. The match reflecting the least

geometrical error is used to describe the object and its

orientation.

This work is most closely related to that of Bhanu in

[4]. Unlike Bhanu's work however, in this work segmenta

tion of the range image [23] and processing of occlusions

[21J are done as separate stages in the analysis, result

ing in a graph structure representing the scene. The

graph matching proceeds using stochastic relaxation on

faces. Bhanu [4] arbitrarily assigned model faces as

tokens and object faces as labels. This paper examines

the rationale for that decision. A fast criterion for

selection of best match is presented, as well as a discus

sion of the convergence of the relaxation processo

DATA AQUISITION AND REPRESENTATION.
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The effectiveness of any matching scheme is dependent

upon the quality and the completeness of the information

it processes. The advent of range sensors has made a sig

nificant contribution to the ability of vision systems to

extract 3-dimensional characteristics from digital images.

In addition to determining the basic facial geometries of

range-coded polyhedra (area and perimeter), it is shown in

[4], [12], and [23] that segmentation of range data can

also yield the normal vectors for each face. These vec

tors provide valuable information concerning the angle of

intersection of visible planar faces. It is not within

the scope of this paper to describe the segmentation pro

cess, but the approach of the project at hand assumes ini

tial knowledge of this type.

A relational data structure 1S used to describe both

the object to be identified and the 3-dimensional models

in the library. The planar faces of the polyhedra are

designated as primitives. Each face-primitive is

represented as a node in a graph structure. An arc, or

connection, joining two nodes in the graph denotes an edge

between the two faces. Each node contains face descrip

tors such as area and perimeter. Each arc houses descrip

tors such as edge length, edge type (concave, convex,

etc.), and the angle between the intersecting faces. For

example, figure I describes a structure for an observed
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3-faced cube. For a more detailed explanation of relatoi-

nal data bases see [5], [17], [19], [21]0

RELAXATION LABELING.

Consistent labeling by relaxation has been explored

by [16], [7], [14], and many others. The authors of [2]

define the basic components behind any consistent labeling

scheme to be as follows:

1. A set of objects or tokens to be labeled.

2. A finite set of relations between these tokens.

3. A finite set of labels or meanings which can be
assigned to the tokens.

4. A set of constraints, which define which labels may be
assigned to a token and what permutations of labels
are allowed within the relational structure.

Given these components, a consistent labeling algorithm

must assign labels to each token without violating any

constraintso

For this project, we would like to consistently label

the faces of an unknown view of a polyhedron with respect

to each 3-dimensional model in our data baseo "Con-

sistent" here refers to the best geometric interpretation

which is not in violation of the arrangement of the faces

in the unknown view. For example, suppose the unknown

view decribes three faces of a cube and the model under

consideration is a wedge (figures 2a and 2b)o We note
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an

edge with the two other faces in view. Consequently, a

consistent labling with respect to the wedge must display

the same connection characteristics. One such labeling

could be

Z labeled as face 1

X labeled as face 2

Y labeled as face 4.

Initial weighting functions based on area comparisons are

used to ensure that the consistent labling arrived at for

each model is the best possible explanation for the unk-

nown VIew.

Now we will explore relaxation labeling in more

der.ail.

obtained from a single perspective of a simple polyhedron.

Let M

dimensional models and let Ai = {Ail,Ai2,o .. ,AiF} be the

set of faces contained in model mi. For each model ffii we

must find the most geometrically compatible one-to-one

mapping li:A~Ai such that for every element a z [ A there

exists unique element Aiy [ Ai where li(az) = Aiy·

In a stochastic relaxation process, weights are

assigned to each possible labeling a. ~ A. to reflect bias
1 ]

for matching face a. with model face A. •• Denote this
1 ]
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weight by p. (A.) and require p. (A.)· to adhere to the f o I>
l J 1 J

lowing properties for all i and j:

0 .-- p. (A . ) - 1
1 1

1: p. (A . ) = 1
1 1 J

( 1 )

( 2 )

Note that p refers to probability-like weights (supposi

tion values) rather than to the value of a probability

density function. In this project we will use face

geometries to determine these supposition values.

A consistency measure must also be defined. Follow-

ing the notation of [16], denote r .. (A,A' ) to be a func
1J

tion which reflects the compatibility of labeling face a.
1

as A with the labeling of face a. as A' 0

J

A stochastic relaxation process structured around

these two weighting functions will be defined by a paral-

leI iterative algorithm which,

1
. (k) ( )transforms al welghts Pi A

for each iteration k,

into a new set of weights

Pi (k+1)(A) which adhere to properties (1) and (2) above.

Iterations continue until all weights Pi(A) converge to

stable values.

The weights are updated using the following rule:



p.(k+l)(.~) =
1

8

( 3 )

where the c's are coefficients which satisfy ~Cij = 1 for
J

all 1. If r" .. (A,AI) is interpreted as the conditional
1J

probability of labeling face a. with A, given that face a.
1 J

has been labeled A'

ie: r .. (A,A I
) = p .. (AIA')

1J 1J
( 4 )

then statistical analysis ensures that the inner sum of

equation (3) represents the expectation that object a. has
1

label A, based upon evidence provided by object a. [11].
]

Thus p.. becomes a weighted sum of these expectations.
1J

(Rosenfeld [16] provides proof of convergence for this

linear operator.)

If we let "+" indicate increase in Pi (A), ,,_n indi-

cate decrease, and "0" indicate little change, the weight-

ing characteristics of this operator can be summarized in

the following table.

Compatibility of
AwithA'

High Low

Probability
of A'

High

Low

+

o

o
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increase in the probability p. (A) occurs
1

as A) when both compatibility with labeling

a. as A' and the probability of labeling a. as A' are
] J

high. Significant decrease in p. (A) occurs when both caro
l

patibility with labeling a. as A' and the probability of
J

labeling a. as A' are lOWe Little significance is attri
J

buted to the other two caseSe This operator apparently

converges irrespective of the initial bias on the label

probabilities. Instead, the compatibility function

appears ta be the single controlling factor.

Intuition hints that perhaps these characteristics

aren't quite righte Granted, Pi(A) should be increased by

the operator if other objects' labels which have high pro

babilities are also highly compatible with A at ai- But

Pi(A) should be decreased if these highly probable labels

are incompatible with A at ai. And labels with low proba

bilities should have little influence on Pi(A), whether

they are compatible with this labeling or not! These

refined characteristics can be summarized as follows:

Compatibility of
A with A'

High Low

High +
Probability

of A' Low o o
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Clearly initial labeling probabilities now carry weight in

the convergence process.

Rosenfeld [16] suggests the following alternate

definition of the compatibility coefficients rij (A ,A' ).

Allow rij(A,A' to take on both positive and negative

values in a range [1,-1]. If two labeling events are

highly compatible, require rij(A,A' ) to take on a value

close to 1 If the two events are highly incompatible

then rij(A,A' ) should have value close to -1. If the two

events are essentially independent then rij(A,A' ) = o.

(The rij(A,A') could be considered as corelation-like

coefficients.}

Hence, define

q.(k)(A) = r: c .. [r: r . . (A,A'
1 J 1J A' 1]

p.(k)(A' )]
]

( 5 )

which, by introducing negative compatibility weights, res

tructures equation (3) to display the more desirable

relaxation characteristics suggested above. Apply this

new weighting function q in an iterative manner to create

the revised relaxation operator (where the quantity in

brackets ensures non-negative weights)

( 6)

and add a normalization factor to give:



p. (k+l) (A.)
1

11

( 7 )

Though the formal convergence properties of this

operator are unknown, repeated applications [16], [71 have

shown that it exhibits satisfactory

behaviouro

NEW APPROACH TO PUBLISHED TECHNIQUE.

convergence-like

For the matching scheme proposed, the we wish to

obtain the best geometrically compatible mapping of the

faces fa ,a ,e.o,a } of the unknown view with respect to
12k

faces {A. ,A.
2

, ... ,A. } of each model ffi. e But note that
11 1 IF 1

the above relaxation operator cannot promise a single

unambiguous one-to-one mapping. Rosenfeld's operator sim-

ply provides all compatible labelingso

For example, consider the model of a cube as in fig-

ure 3a and a corresponding perspective view as in figure

3b. Matching figure 3b to figure 3a (ie: using the

faces of 3a as labels and the faces of 3b as tokens to be

labeled), will yield the following labelings:

X -> 1 or 2

y -> 3 or 5

Z -> 4 or 6
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Note that any permutation of these labels will give a con

sistent labeling for the perspective view of the cube,

yielding 8 possible correct orientations. We would like

for our operator to provide a single labeling for each

model.

Suppose a different approach is taken to this match-

Ing process. *Suppose a function li is devised which
*

defines a mapping Ii :mi ~ A. *In words, li uses the

faces of the perspective view A as labels and the model

faces as tokens to be labeled. Consider the implications

of matching figure 3a to figure 3b. Since it is incon
*

sistent for 1 to map 2 faces of ffii to one single face of

A, once a label 1 -> X has been established, X can not

serve as a label for any other face 2, 3, ... , 6. Like-

wise if lable 4 -> Y is established, Y can not be applied

to any other face 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 in the model. Thus a sin

gle precise labeling can be arrived at, such as:

1 -> X

2 -> -

3 -> -

4 -> Y

5 -> Z

6 -> -

This will be true as long as the number of faces in A is
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smaller than or equal to the number of faces in the model.

Define the cardinality of a model Imel as the number

of distinct faces composing model mc. Define the cardi

nality of a given perspective view IAI as the number of

visible faces in the observed object A. Observe that for

any polyhedral object, the number of faces observed from a

single perspective view of the object can never exceed the

number of faces actually contained in the object.
l

Thus,

for the correct matching of perspective view A with a

model mc'

( 8 )

This implies that any mj where IAI > Imjl can be immedi

ately excluded from the matching process since a match is

not physically possible in this caseo

Thus, if we restructure the above relaxation process

such that a model is being matched to the unknown object

rather than the object to the model, we will be able to

guarantee a unique compatible labeling for each model. To

achieve this, a simple switch of variables is is performed

in Rosenfeld's relaxation operator, giving

1 h" fT 15 assumes, 0 course, a correct segmentationo
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p (k+l)(i) =
A

where

now requiring that

E P (k ) = 1
A A

[ E ("") (k)( e)]r A A , 1,J PA' J
J

( 10)

( 11 )

We are now assured of a single consistent labeling which

is optimized by the initial labeling weights p.

INITIAL ASSIGNMENT OF WEIGHTS.

Compatibility Weights.

The compatibility criterion for this project is based

upon connection characteristics of labelings. There are

four possible combinations of face connectedness to be

considered in determining the compatibility of model face

A matched to observed face i with model face A' matched to

observed face j:

1. A and A' share no common edge in the model and
i and j share no common edge in the perspective
view. See figure 4a. In this case the matching of
i to A and the matching of j to A' are essentially
independ- dent. Thus lAA 1 (i, j) = O.

2. A and A' share a common edge in the model, but
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i and ] do not share an edge in the perspective
viewo See figure 4b. In this case, these two
matchings are con- sidered to be totally incompa
tible, giving r (i,j) = -10

AA'

3. Likewise, as shown in figure 4c, if A and A'
have no common edge in the model while i and j
possess a common edge in the perspective Vlew, a
matching is considered totally incompatible once
again giving r (i,j) = -1.

AA'

4. Now suppose that bo~h A and A', and i and j
share common edges In the respective objects.
Then a matching of A to i and a matching of A' to
j is certainly potentially compatible, but proper
ties of these two connections must be compared to
determine the degree of compatibility. See figure
4d. Thus we choose

( 12 )

r (i,]")
AA'

Thus,

where ang(x,y) represents the interior angle at
which

face x and face y intersecto
displays

a ratio of these two angles with the min opera
tion

ensuring that r A' (i,j) ~ 10
A

To provide completeness of this labeling definition,

several special cases are handled as follows:
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r (i,i) = 1
AA

r (i,j) = -1
AA

r (i,i) = -1
AAI

for all A, A', 1, and j.

Labeling Weights.

for i #j

The initial suppositional values PAO(i) are chosen to

reflect geometric matchability. These values are computed

as follows:

= average[area ratio, perirn ratio]

giving us

*0< P
A

(i) ~ 1 for A, 1.

Normalizing,

*
PA (i)

*L P
A

(i)
A

ensures that

(Property 1)

(14)
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(Property 2)

Weighting Coefficientso

As discussed earlier, the cij's in equation (5) are

intended to be weighting coefficients which satisfy

1:c I I = 1 . The function of c I. in this equation 1S to
I 1J 1J

]

reflect the influence which face J exerts upon face 1 ,

hence affecting the labeling of face 1. With the change

of variable found in equation (10), C
AA'

now must reflect

the influence which model face A' has upon model face A.

Because of the compact nature of polyhedral models, we

found that the models offered little evidence to weight

pairwise influences amongst facesG Therefore, guarantee-

ing a sum to unity, we let

C
AA.'

= 1 =
# of faces In model M

1
TMT

( 15 )

Equation (10) can now be reduced to

r (i,j) p (k}(J")
AA' A'

( 16 )

ERROR ESTIMATION.

After applying the above relaxation scheme for each

model, we have a unique consistent labeling of the

observed perspective view with respect to each modelo Now
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we must decide which matching gives us the most correct

description of our perspective view. That is, must decide

which interpretation gives us the least geometrical error.

The mean square error with respect to matched areas

is calculated as follows:

for each match m

e r r o r tm ) =
~ [area ( i ) - area ( A ) J2

# of faces in perspective view
( 17)

*We then choose model m , such that

*error(m ) = min[error(m)],
m

as the best model description of the observed object.

THE ALGORITHM.

(18)

Given the prior information, our polyhedral labeling

scheme takes on the following form:

1.
2 •

3 •

Input perspective view.
For each model

2a. Apply relaxation operator until process converges.
2b. Calculate error for this labeling.

Choose labeling with smallest error as best.match.

RESULTS.
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Three models were used as a data base for initial

testing of this algorithm. These models are shown in fig

ures Sa-See The choice of a particular system of measure

ment is irrelevant to the task at hand as long as the

chosen system is used consistently. Thus, measurements

are simply specified in generic units.

Figures 6a-6e display examples of perspective Vlew

data. Each figure is accompanied by a table detailing the

results of applying the above relaxation process and error

analysis to the unknown view with respect to the models

shown in figure 5. In the experiments illustrated in fig

ures 6a-6d, the areas of corresponding faces in the view

and the correct model faces are identicalo The matching

is performed in the absence of noise or measurement error.

Thus the algorithm is essentially solving a subgraph iso

morphism problem. [3J Figure 6e displays promising results

for the algorithm's ability to handle magnification

errors. Current efforts in this area are focussed on

integrating into the relaxation process a confidence level

for correctness of measurement 0

In these experiments, the "no match" condition was to

be handled in a manner analogous to that described in [4Jo

Since the quality of the initial segmentation was so good,

this condition never actually occurredo
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The number of iterations required for the labling

process varies in a range of 50 to 150 iterations. Accu-

racy to the second decimal place was required for conver

gence. (ie: All p (i) were required to settle within a
A

neighborhood of .01 with respect to lor 0.) Graphs in

figures 7a-7c show typical convergence characteristics

observed in the realm of this project, where curves are

given for every possible labeling p (i) of the observed
A

object with respect to the given model.

It is interesting to observe the behavior of the

match probabilities illustrated in these figures. The

interaction between interpretation, in which the likeli-

hood of one interpretation grows at the expense of others,

is quite clear. It is also interesting to note that the

correct interpretations are always monotone increasing.

This observation suggests that as soon as any interpreta-

tion is observed to peak and begin to decline, its likeli

hood may be set to zero (resulting in a significant reduc

tion in computation time). Although we have not observed

a counterexample, we have at this time no proof of mono-

.tonicity.

CONCLUSIONS.
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This paper describes a model based relaxation

approach to the identification of single perspective views

of planar-faced polyhedra~ A modification was applied to

Rosenfeld's non-linear relaxation operator, in order to

guarantee a unique consistent labling for each model. An

error function based upon geometric correctness was then

minimized to obtain the best interpretation of the unknown

view with respect to available models. All experiments

yielded correct interpretations.
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Object with faces 1 2 3 is a cube

MODEL

cube
block
5 1; ce

# OF ITERATIONS

'21
120
8 1

ORIENTATION

3-2 2-5 1-6
1-1 3-5 2-6
3-2 1-4 2-5

3

ERROR

0.000000
14.333333
6.333333

Object with faces 1 2 3 is a block

MODEL # OF ITERATIONS ORIENTATION ERROR

cube
block
slice

121
98
78

3-2 2-5 1-6
1-1 2-3 3-4
3-2 2-4 1-5

F ':::>u. ce, (g '0.

14.333333
0.000000
180666666

Object with faces 1 2 is a slice

( t~c.e.. \ = s ; cl )
t:e.e.e. ::J : S~~ x 3

MODEL # OF ITERATIONS ORIENTATION ERROR

cube
block
s 1; ce

104 2-2 1-6
128 2-1 1-3
77 1-1 2-3

~'~\A\e.. (g c..

5.000000
4.000000
0.000000



Object with faces 1 2 is a block

MODEL

cube
block
5 1; ce

# OF ITERATIONS

104
70
59

ORIENTATION

2-5 1-6
1-2 2-6
2-1 1-5

ERROR

17.000000
0.000000
4.000000

\

Object with faces 1 2 3 ;s a cube

MODEL

cube
block
s 1; ce

# OF ITERATIONS

1 2 ,
1 15
83

ORIENTATION

3-2 2-5 1-6
1-1 3-5 2-6
3-2 1-4 2-5

ERROR

49.000000
58.666668
88.000000
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